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MOTIVIC GAUSS-BONNET FORMULAS
MARC LEVINE AND ARPON RAKSIT
Abstract. The apparatus of motivic stable homotopy theory provides a notion
of Euler characteristic for smooth projective varieties, valued in the Grothendieck-
Witt ring of the base field. Previous work of the first author and recent work of
De´glise-Jin-Khan establishes a motivic Gauß-Bonnet formula relating this Euler
characteristic to pushforwards of Euler classes in motivic cohomology theories. In
this paper, we apply this formula to SL-oriented motivic cohomology theories to
obtain explicit characterizations of this Euler characteristic. The main new input
is a unicity result for pushforward maps in SL-oriented theories, identifying these
maps concretely in examples of interest.
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1. Introduction
Let k be a field of characteristic different from 2, and let X be a smooth projective
k-scheme. Let SHpkq denote the motivic stable homotopy category over k; recall that
this comes equipped with the structure of a symmetric monoidal category, whose tensor
product we denote ^k and whose unit object (the motivic sphere spectrum) we denote
1k.
Our starting point in this paper is the following fact (which shall be reviewed in §2):
Proposition 1.1. The infinite suspension spectrum Σ∞T X` P SHpkq is dualizable. In
particular, we can associate toX a natural Euler characteristic χpX{kq P EndSHpkqp1kq,
defined as the composition
1k
δ
ÝÑ Σ∞T X` ^k pΣ
∞
T X`q
_ τÝÑ pΣ∞T X`q
_ ^k Σ
∞
T X`
ǫ
ÝÑ 1k,
where the maps δ and ǫ are the coevaluation and evaluation that comprise the duality,
and τ is the symmetry isomorphism.
A theorem of Morel identifies EndSHpkqp1kq with GWpkq, the Grothendieck group
of k-vector spaces equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, so we may
think of the Euler characteristic χpX{kq as a class in GWpkq. It is then natural to
wonder whether there is an explicit interpretation of this Euler characteristic in terms
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of symmetric bilinear forms. An intuitive speculation is that the Euler characteristic
should be given by the value of some cohomology theory on X , equipped with an
intersection pairing.
One of the main results in this paper is to make precise and confirm this speculation.
To state the result, we recall that classes in GWpkq can be represented not just by
nondegenerate symmetric bilinear forms on k-vector spaces, but also by nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear forms on perfect complexes over k. With this in mind, we give the
following explicit interpretation of the Euler characteristic χpX{kq:
Notation 1.2. Assume for simplicity that X is of pure dimension d. We have the
Hodge cohomology groups HipX ; Ωj
X{kq for 0 ď i, j ď d and the canonical trace map
Tr : HdpX ; ΩdX{kq Ñ k.
We define a perfect complex of k-vector spaces (with zero differential),
HdgpX{kq :“
dà
i,j“0
HipX,Ωj
X{kqrj ´ is,
and the trace map defines a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on HdgpX{kq via
the pairings
HipX,Ωj
X{kq bk H
d´ipX,Ωd´j
X{kq
Y
ÝÑ HdpX,ΩdX{kq
Tr
ÝÑ k,
where the first map denotes the cup product (that this is indeed a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form will be argued in §8.4). We thus obtain a Grothendieck-Witt
class pHdgpX{kq,Trq P GWpkq.
The following formula for χpX{kq was proposed by J.P. Serre.1
Theorem 1.3. We have χpX{kq “ pHdgpX{kq,Trq P GWpkq.
In the case k “ R, a class in GWpkq is determined by two Z-valued invariants, rank
and signature, and Theorem 1.3 reproves the following known result (see [1, Theorem
1] and [18, Theorem A]).
Corollary 1.4. Suppose k “ R and X is of even pure dimension 2n. Then the sym-
metric bilinear form
HnpX,ΩnX{Rq ˆH
npX,ΩnX{Rq
Y
ÝÑ H2npX,Ω2nX{Rq
Tr
ÝÑ R
has signature equal to χtoppXpRqq, the classical Euler characteristic of the real points
of X in the analytic topology. In particular, we have
|χtoppXpRqq| ď dimRH
npX,ΩnX{Rq.
Besides giving an explicit formula for the rather abstractly defined χpX{kq, our main
theorem opens the way to computing χpX{kq, for X a twisted form of a k-scheme Y ,
by twisting the quadratic form pHdgpY {kq,Trq by the descent data for X . This cannot
be done with the class χpY {kq P GWpkq, as GWp´q does not satisfy Galois descent.
This is discussed in detail in §8.5.
Let us now explain our methods for proving Theorem 1.3. The idea is to use the
theory of Euler classes in motivic cohomology theories. More specifically, our focus is
on cohomology theories represented by SL-oriented motivic ring spectra; recall that
this refers to a commutative monoid object E in SHpkq equipped with a compatible
system of Thom classes for oriented vector bundles (where an orientation is a specified
trivialization of the determinant line bundle). The example of interest for proving
Theorem 1.3 is Hermitian K-theory; other examples of interest include Chow-Witt
1private communication to ML, 28.07.2017
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theory, ordinary motivic cohomology, and algebraic K-theory (the last two are actually
GL-oriented, meaning they have Thom classes for all vector bundles).
Given an SL-oriented motivic ring spectrum E P SHpkq, one may define certain push-
forward maps in twisted E-cohomology. Namely, for Y, Z two smooth quasi-projective
k-schemes, a proper morphism f : Z Ñ Y of relative dimension d P Z, and a line bundle
LÑ Y , there is a pushforward map
f∗ : E
a,bpZ;ωZ{k b f
∗Lq Ñ Ea´2d,b´dpY ;ωY {k b Lq,
where ω´{k denotes the canonical bundle. This is defined abstractly via the six-functor
formalism for motivic stable homotopy theory.
We note two key examples of these pushforwards, assuming our smooth projective
variety X is of pure dimension d for simplicity:
– the structural morphism π : X Ñ Spec pkq gives a pushforward map
π∗ : E
2d,dpX,ωX{kq Ñ E
0,0pSpec kq;
– given a vector bundle p : V Ñ X , the zero section s : X ãÑ V gives a pushforward
map
s∗ : E
0,0pXq Ñ E2d,dpV ; p∗ det´1pV qq.
The first should be thought of as a kind of integration map. The second allows us to
define the Euler class of a vector bundle V Ñ X ,
eEpV q :“ s∗s∗p1q P E
2d,dpX ; det´1pXqq,
where s again denotes the zero-section, and 1 P E0,0pXq denotes the unit element.
We may now state the following motivic version of the classical Gauß-Bonnet formula
equating the Euler characteristic with the integral of the Euler class of the tangent
bundle, using the above notions; this result is a fairly immediate consequence of a
result proven in [20]:
Theorem 1.5 (Motivic Gauß-Bonnet). Let E be an SL-oriented motivic ring spectrum
in SHpkq. Let u : 1k Ñ E denote the unit map, inducing the map u∗ : GWpkq –
10,0k pSpec kq Ñ E
0,0pSpec kq. Then we have
u∗pχpX{kqq “ π∗pe
EpTX{kqq P E
0,0pSpec kq.
A general motivic Gauß-Bonnet formula is also proven in [9], which implies the
above formula by applying the unit map; our method is somewhat different from [9] in
that we replace their general theory of Euler classes with the more special version for
SL-oriented theories used here.
As stated above, we deduce Theorem 1.3 from Theorem 1.5 by considering the exam-
ple of Hermitian K-theory, E “ KO. In this case, the map u∗ : GWpkq Ñ KO
0,0pSpec kq
is an isomorphism. The deduction requires an explicit understanding of both the Eu-
ler class eEpTX{kq and the pushforward π∗ in Hermitian K-theory; the former is fairly
straightforward, but the latter requires new input.
What we do is identify the abstractly defined projective pushforward maps in Her-
mitian K-theory with the concrete ones defined in terms of pushforward of sheaves and
Grothendieck-Serre duality. This comparison follows from a unicity result we prove
for pushforward maps in an SL-oriented theory E , characterizing them, under certain
further hypotheses on E , in terms of their behavior in the case of the inclusion of the
zero-section of a vector bundle (which is governed by Thom isomorphisms). We leave
the detailed statement of this theorem to the body of the paper, as it would take too
long to spell out here.
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1.1. Outline. In §2, we review the basic setup of motivic homotopy theory, as well as
relevant aspects of the dualizability result Proposition 1.1. In §3, we review basic facts
about SL-oriented motivic ring spectra. In §4, we describe the abstractly defined push-
forwards in the twisted cohomology theory arising from an SL-oriented motivic ring
spectrum. In §5, we prove the general Gauß-Bonnet formula for SL-oriented motivic
ring spectra. In §6, we axiomatize the features of the twisted cohomology theory arising
from an SL-oriented motivic ring spectrum. In §7, we use these axiomatics to prove our
unicity/comparison theorem characterizing the pushforward maps in SL-oriented theo-
ries. And finally in §8, we apply the previous results in specific examples of SL-oriented
theories to obtain various concrete consequences, in particular proving Theorem 1.3.
1.2. Acknowledgements. AR: I would like to thank my PhD advisor, Søren Galatius,
for many suggestions and ideas that led to my thinking about the questions discussed
in this paper. I would also like to thank Tony Feng and Jesse Silliman for helpful
conversation. My work has been supported by an NSF Graduate Research Fellowship.
ML: I would like to thank J.P. Serre for proposing the formula Theorem 1.3 for the
motivic Euler characteristic and Eva Bayer for a number of interesting and useful
discussions on this topic. My work has been supported by the DFG through the SFB
Transregio 45 and the SPP 1786.
2. Duality and Euler characteristics
In this section we review the strong dualizability of smooth projective schemes as
objects of the stable motivic homotopy category, which supplies a notion of Euler
characteristic for these schemes. We additionally recall a result from [20] that gives an
alternative characterization of this Euler characteristic.
2.1. Preliminaries. We first recall the basic framework of stable motivic homotopy
theory that will be employed throughout.
Notation 2.1. Throughout the paper, let B denote a separated quasi-compact base
scheme (further hypotheses to be made when necessary). Let SchB denote the cate-
gory of quasi-projective B-schemes, that is, B-schemes X Ñ B that admit a closed
immersion i : X ãÑ U over B, with U an open subscheme of PNB for some N . Let Sch
pr
B
denote the subcategory of SchB with the same objects as SchB but with morphisms
the proper morphisms. Let SmB denote the full subcategory of SchB with objects the
smooth (quasi-projective) B-schemes. (The same notation will be used when working
over schemes other than B.)
Notation 2.2. Given X P SchB, we let SHpXq denote the stable motivic homotopy
category over X . We shall rely on the six-functor formalism for this construction as
given in [3, 15]. In particular, for each morphism f : Y Ñ X in SchB one has the
adjoint pairs of functors
SHpXq
f∗ //
SHpY q
f∗
oo , SHpY q
f! //
SHpXq
f !
oo ;
natural isomorphisms pgfq∗ – f∗g∗, pgfq! – f !g!, pgfq∗ – g∗f∗, pgfq! – g!f! for
composable morphisms, with the usual associativity; a natural transformation ηf!∗ :
f! Ñ f∗, which is an isomorphism if f is proper; and various base-change morphisms,
which we will recall as needed. In addition, for f smooth there is a further adjoint pair
SHpY q
f7 //
SHpXq
f∗
oo .
There is also the symmetric monoidal structure on SHpXq; we denote the product by
^X and the unit by 1X P SHpXq.
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Remark 2.3. For p : E Ñ X an affine space bundle in SchB, the composition p7 ˝ p
∗
is an autoequivalence of SHpXq (this is a formulation of homotopy invariance).
Notation 2.4. For a morphism f : Z Ñ X in SchB, we set
Z{XB.M. :“ f!p1Zq P SHpXq.
Remark 2.5. The assignment Z ÞÑ Z{XB.M. extends to a functor
p´q{XB.M. : pSch
pr
X q
op Ñ SHpXq.
This is described in a number of places, for example [21, §1]; we recall the construction
for the reader’s convenience, referring to loc. cit. for details.
Let g : Z Ñ Y be a proper morphism in SchX . Let πY : Y Ñ X and πZ : Z Ñ X
denote the structural morphisms. As mentioned in Notation 2.2, we have a natural
isomorphism ηg!∗ : g! – g∗. We may then define the map g
∗ :“ g{XB.M. : Y {XB.M. Ñ
Z{XB.M. as the composition
πY !p1Y q
ug
ÝÑ πY !g∗g
∗p1Y q
pηg
!∗
q´1
ÝÝÝÝÑ πY !g!g
∗p1Y q – πZ!p1Zq,
where ug : idSHpY q Ñ g∗g
∗ is the unit of the adjunction. It follows directly from the
definitions that pghq∗ “ h∗g∗ for composable proper morphisms g, h. This establishes
the claimed functoriality.
Notation 2.6. For X P SchB, let H‚pXq denote the pointed unstable motivic homo-
topy category over X . We have the infinite suspension functor Σ∞T : H‚pXq Ñ SHpXq.
For πY : Y Ñ X in SmX , we let Y` P H‚pXq denote the pointed presheaf represented
by Y . There is a canonical identification Σ∞T Y` – πY 7p1Y q P SHpXq, and we write Y {X
to denote this object.
Remark 2.7. The assignment Y ÞÑ Y {X extends to a functor
p´q{X : SmX Ñ SHpXq.
This is evident from the description of Y {X as Σ∞T Y`. That is, to a morphism f : Z Ñ
Y in SmX this functor assigns the morphism f∗ :“ Σ
∞
T f : Z{X Ñ Y {X .
Alternatively, we may define a natural transformation f∗ : πZ7 ˝ f
∗ Ñ πY 7 as the
composition
πZ7 ˝ f
∗ “ πY 7 ˝ f7 ˝ f
∗ vfÝÑ πX7,
where vf : f7f
∗ Ñ idSHpY q is the counit of the adjunction; then f∗ “ Σ
∞
T f : Z{X Ñ
Y {X is recovered as f∗p1Xq.
Notation 2.8. Let p : V Ñ X be a vector bundle over some X P SchB, with zero-
section s : X ãÑ V . We have the endofunctors
Σ´V ,ΣV : SHpXq Ñ SHpXq
defined by Σ´V :“ s!p∗ and ΣV :“ p7 ˝ s∗. These are in fact inverse autoequivalences.
These endofunctors can also be written in terms of Thom spaces. Letting 0V :“
spXq Ă V , the Thom space of the vector bundle is defined as
ThXpV q :“ V {pV z0V q P H‚pXq.
There is a canonical identification ΣV p1Xq – Σ
∞
T ThXpV q. We shall often abuse nota-
tion by writing ThXpV q for Σ
∞
T ThXpV q, and in parallel we shall write ThXp´V q for
Σ´V p1Xq. With these notational conventions, there are canonical natural isomorphisms
ΣV p´q – ThXpV q ^X p´q, Σ
´V p´q – ThXp´V q ^X p´q.
Finally, if πX : X Ñ B moreover lies in SmB, we set
ThpV q :“ V {pV z0V q P H‚pBq,
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and we have a canonical isomorphism Σ∞T ThpV q – πX7pThXpV qq. We repeat the
notational conventions above, often writing ThpV q for Σ∞T ThpV q and Thp´V q for
πX7pThXp´V qq.
Remark 2.9. Let DperfpXqiso denote the subcategory of isomorphisms in the perfect
derived category DperfpXq. Then the assignment V ÞÑ Σ
V extends to a functor
Σp´q : DperfpXqiso Ñ AutpSHpXqq.
Moreover, a distinguished triangle E1 Ñ E Ñ E2 Ñ E1r1s in DperfpXq gives a natural
isomorphism ΣE
1
˝ ΣE
2
– ΣE .
Remark 2.10. For f : Y Ñ X a smooth morphism in SchB with relative tangent
bundle Tf Ñ Y , there are canonical natural isomorphisms
f! – f7 ˝ Σ
´Tf , f ! – ΣTf ˝ f∗.
See [15, Theorem 6.18(2)]. In addition, for V Ñ X a vector bundle there are canonical
natural isomorphisms (see [15], the beginning of §5.2)
f7 ˝ Σ
˘f∗V – Σ˘V ˝ f7, f
∗ ˝ Σ˘V – Σ˘V ˝ f∗
the latter valid for an arbitrary morphism f : Y Ñ X in SmB.
2.2. Duality for smooth projective schemes. We now recall how to construct the
dual of a smooth projective scheme in the stable motivic homotopy category.
Lemma 2.11. Let X P SchB and πY : Y Ñ X be an object of SmX . View Y ˆX Y
as a Y -scheme via the projection p2 : Y ˆX Y Ñ Y onto the second factor. Then there
are canonical isomorphisms
π∗Y pY {XB.M.q – p27Σ
´p∗
1
TY {X p1YˆXY q – Y ˆX Y {YB.M.
in SHpY q and a canonical isomorphism
πY 7pY ˆX Y {YB.M.q – Y {XB.M. ^X Y {X
in SHpXq.
Proof. Consider the commutative square
Y ˆX Y
p2 //
p1

Y
πY

Y
πY
// X
This gives us the canonical isomorphism
TYˆXY {Y – p
∗
1TY {X .
We have the identities and canonical isomorphisms
π∗Y pY {XB.M.q “ π
∗
Y πY !p1Y q – π
∗
Y πY 7Σ
´TY {Xp1Y q
(base change)
– p27p
∗
1Σ
´TY {Xp1Y q
– p27Σ
´p∗
1
TY {Xpp∗11Y q “ p27Σ
´p∗
1
TY {Xp1YˆXY q
which gives us the first isomorphism in SHpY q. The second follows from
p27Σ
´p∗
1
TY {X p1YˆXY q – p27Σ
´TYˆXY {Y p1YˆXY q – p2!p1YˆXY q “ Y ˆX Y {YB.M..
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Finally, to give the isomorphism in SHpXq, we have
πY 7pY ˆX Y {YB.M.q – πY 7pp27pΣ
´TYˆXY {Y p1YˆXY qq – πY 7p17pΣ
´TYˆXY {Y p1YˆXY qq
– πY 7p17pΣ
´p∗
1
TY {X p1YˆXY qq – πY 7Σ
´TY {Xp17p1YˆXY q – πY !p17p
∗
2p1Y q
(base change)
– πY !π
∗
Y πY 7p1Y q – πY !p1Y ^Y π
∗
Y pY {Xqq
(projection formula)
– πY !p1Y q ^X pY {Xq “ Y {XB.M. ^X Y {X.
The base change isomorphisms follow from [15, Theorem 6.18(3)] and the projection
formula is [15, Theorem 6.18(7)].

Construction 2.12. Let πY : Y Ñ X be an object of SmX that is proper (i.e. a
smooth projective scheme over X). We shall describe the construction of a duality
between the objects Y {X and Y {XB.M. in SHpXq.
We first construct the coevaluation map δY {X : 1X Ñ Y {X ^X Y {XB.M.. Applying
the functoriality of p´q{XB.M. from Remark 2.5 to the proper map πY gives the map
π∗Y : 1X “ X{XB.M. Ñ Y {XB.M. “ πY !p1Y q – πY 7pΣ
´TY {X p1Y qq
in SHpXq, and the diagonal ∆Y {X : Y Ñ Y ˆX Y induces via the functoriality of p´q{Y
discussed in Remark 2.7 the map
∆Y {X∗ : 1Y “ Y {Y Ñ Y ˆX Y {Y
in SHpY q. We may put together these two maps to obtain the composition
1X
π∗YÝÝÑ πY 7pΣ
´TY {X p1Y qq
πY 7Σ
´TY {X p∆Y {X∗q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ πY 7Σ
´TY {X pY ˆX Y {Y q,
Using the identification πY 7Σ
´TY {X pY ˆXY {Y q – Y {X^XY {XB.M. from Lemma 2.11,
this gives the desired map δY {X .
We now construct the evaluation map ǫY {X : Y {XB.M. ^X Y {X Ñ 1X (which does
not require properness of πY ). Here we apply the functoriality of p´q{YB.M. to the
proper map ∆Y {X to obtain the map
∆∗Y {X : Y ˆX Y {YB.M. Ñ Y {YB.M. “ 1Y
in SHpY q, and the functoriality of p´q{X to the map πY to obtain the map
πY ∗ : Y {X Ñ X{X “ 1X .
Putting these together yields the composition
πY 7pY ˆX Y {YB.M.q
πY {X7p∆
∗q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ πY {X7p1Y q “ Y {X
πY ∗ÝÝÑ 1X .
Now using the identification Y {XB.M.^XY {X – πY 7pY ˆXY {YB.M.q from Lemma 2.11,
we get the desired map ǫY {X .
It is shown in [15, Corollary 6.13] that the triple pY {XB.M., δY {X , ǫY {Xq is the dual
of Y {X in SHpXq.
The above dualizability allows one to define an Euler characteristic for smooth pro-
jective schemes:
Definition 2.13. For Y Ñ X in SmX and proper, the Euler characteristic χpY {Xq P
EndSHpXqp1Xq is the composition
1X
δY {X
ÝÝÝÑ Y {X ^X Y {XB.M.
τ
ÝÑ Y {XB.M. ^X Y {X
ǫY {X
ÝÝÝÑ 1X ,
where τ denotes the symmetry isomorphism, and δY {X and ǫY {X are as constructed.
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To finish this section, we give establish an alternative characterization of the Euler
characteristic χpY {Xq just defined. We proved this result (Lemma 2.15 below) in the
case B “ Spec k in [20]; the proof in this more general setting is exactly the same.
Construction 2.14. The diagonal ∆X : X Ñ X ˆB X induces the map
Thp∆q :“ πX7Σ
´TX{B p∆q : Thp´TX{Bq Ñ Thp´p
∗
1TX{Bq “ Thp´TX{Bq ^B X{B,
where we consider XˆBX as an X-scheme via p1. Furthermore, the Morel-Voevodsky
purity isomorphism gives the isomorphism in H‚pBq
X ˆB X{pX ˆB Xz∆XpXq Ñ X ˆB Xq – N∆X
which induces the isomorphism in SHpBq
Thp´p∗1TX{Bq{Thp´j
∗p∗1TX{Bq – Thp´TX{B ‘N∆X q.
where j : X ˆB Xz∆XpXq Ñ X ˆB X is the inclusion.
We define the map βX{B : Thp´TX{Bq Ñ X{B as the composition
Thp´TX{Bq
Thp∆Xq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ Thp´p∗1TX{Bq
q
ÝÑ Thp´p∗1TX{Bq{Thp´j
∗p∗1TX{Bq
– Thp´TX{B ‘N∆X q – Thp´TX{B ‘ TX{Bq – Σ
∞
T X`
Here the isomorphism N∆X – TX{B is furnished by the composition
TX{B
p∗
2ÝÑ ∆∗Xp
∗
2TX{B
i2ÝÑ ∆∗Xpp
∗
1TX{B ‘ p
∗
2TX{Bq – ∆
∗
XTXˆBX{B
π
ÝÑ N∆X
Lemma 2.15. For X smooth and proper over B, χpX{Bq is equal to the composition
1B
π∗XÝÝÑ Thp´TX{Bq
βX{B
ÝÝÝÑ X{B
πX∗ÝÝÝÑ 1B
Proof. Let pi : X ˆB X Ñ X , i “ 1, 2, be the projections. The map
evX : X{B
_ ^B X{B Ñ 1B
is the composition
X{B_ ^B X{B “ Thp´TX{kq ^B X{B
“ Thp´p∗1TX{kq
q
ÝÑ Thp´p∗1TX{Bq{Thp´j
∗p∗1TX{Bq – Thp´TX{B ‘N∆X q
– Thp´TX{B ‘ TX{Bq – X{B
πXÝÝÑ 1B.
Thus πX ˝ βX{B “ evX{B ˝ Thp∆Xq. Also, π
∗
X “ π
_
X and π
_
X is given by
1B
δX{B
ÝÝÝÑ X{B ^X{B_ “ Thp´p∗2TX{Bq
p2
ÝÑ Thp´TX{Bq
It follows from the construction of the map δX{B described above that
δX{B “ Thp∆Xq ˝ π
∗
X .
This gives us the commutative diagram
X{B ^B X{B
_
τX,X_ // X{B_ ^B X{B
evX
''PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
1B
δX{B
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
π∗X ''PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
Thp´p∗2TX{Bq
τX,X_ // Thp´p∗1TX{Bq 1B
Thp´TX{Bq
Thp∆Xq
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
Thp∆Xq
OO
βX{B
// X{B
πX∗
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

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3. SL-oriented theories
Ananyevskiy discusses SL-oriented theories in [2] in the context of the motivic stable
homotopy category SHpkq, where k is a field. Essentially all of his constructions go
through without change in the setting of a separated noetherian base-scheme B of
finite Krull dimension; the most one needs to do is replace a few of his arguments that
rely on Jouanolou covers with some properties coming out of the six-functor formalism.
We will recall and suitably extend Ananyevskiy’s treatment here without any claim of
originality.
Definition 3.1. A motivic commutative ring spectrum in SHpBq is a triple pE , µ, uq
with E in SHpBq, and µ : E ^B E Ñ E , u : 1B Ñ E morphisms in SHpBq, defining a
symmetric monoid object in the symmetric monoidal category SHpBq. We usually drop
the explicit mention of the multiplication µ and unit u unless these are needed.
Notation 3.2. For a rank r vector bundle V Ñ X , we have the determinant bundle
detV Ñ X given as detV “ ΛrV . For V1 Ñ X , V2 Ñ X vector bundles, we have a
canonical isomorphism
αV1,V2 : detpV1 ‘ V2q Ñ detV1 bOX det V2
characterised by requiring, for a local basis of sections s11, . . . , s
1
n of V1 and s
2
1, . . . , s
2
m
of V2, we have
αV1,V2ppps
1
1, 0q^ . . .^ps
1
n, 0q^p0, s
2
1q^ . . .^p0, s
2
mqqq “ ps
1
1^ . . .^s
1
nqbps
2
1^ . . .^s
2
mq.
This extends to a canonical and natural isomorphism
αE : detpV q Ñ det V1 bOX detV2
for each exact sequence of vector bundles on X ,
(E) 0Ñ V1 Ñ V Ñ V2 Ñ 0,
for example by choosing local splittings.
Definition 3.3. An SL-orientation on a motivic commutative ring spectrum E in
SHpBq is given by an element thV,θ P E
2r,rpThpV qq for each pair pV, θq consisting of a
rank r vector bundle V Ñ X with X P SmB and an isomorphism θ : detV Ñ OX of
invertible sheaves, satisfying the following axioms:
(i) Functoriality: For f : Y Ñ X in SmB, we have the vector bundle f
∗V Ñ Y and
isomorphism f∗θ : det f∗V – f∗ detV Ñ OY . Then f
∗pthV,θq “ thf∗V,f∗θ.
(ii) Products: Given vector bundles V1 Ñ X , V2 Ñ X and isomorphisms θ1 : detV1 Ñ
OX , θ2 : detV2 Ñ OX , we have the canonical isomorphism θ1^θ2 : detpV1‘V2q Ñ
OX defined as
θ1 ^ θ2 “ pθ1 b θ2q ˝ αV1,V2 .
Then thV1‘V2,θ1^θ2 “ thV1,θ1 Y thV2,θ2 .
(iii) Normalization: Let V “ OX with θV : OX Ñ OX the identity. Then ThpV q “
ΣTX` and thV,α P E
2,1pThpV qq is the image of the unit u P E0,0pBq under the
composition
E0,0pBq
π∗XÝÝÑ E0,0pXq
suspension
– E2,1pΣTX`q.
An SL-oriented motivic spectrum is a pair pE , th´q with E a motivic commutative
ring spectrum and thp´q an SL-orientation on E .
Variant 3.4. A GL-orientation or simply orientation on a motivic commutative ring
spectrum E is an assignment pV Ñ Xq ÞÑ thV P E
2r,rpThpV qq, where V Ñ X is a
rank r vector bundle on X P SmB , satisfying the evident modifications of the axioms
(i)-(iii) in Definition 3.3, i.e. deleting the conditions on the determinant line bundle.
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The pair pE , th´q is then called a GL-oriented motivic spectrum or more simply, an
oriented motivic spectrum.
Notation 3.5. For E P SHpBq, X P SmB and Z Ă X a closed subset, we have the
E-cohomology with supports E∗∗Z pXq defined as
Ea,bZ pXq :“ E
a,bpX{pXzZqq.
For instance, if V Ñ X is a vector bundle, then Ea,bpThpV qq “ Ea,b0V pV q, where 0V Ă V
is the image of the 0-section. For q : LÑ X a line bundle on some X P SmB, we define
Ea,bpX ;Lq :“ Ea`2,b`1EpThpLqq “ Ea`2,b`10L pLq.
and extend this to cohomology with supports in Z Ă X by
Ea,bZ pX ;Lq :“ E
a`2,b`1
0LXq´1pZq
pLq.
Similarly, for a vector bundle q : V Ñ X and Z Ă X a closed subset, define Ea,bZ pThpV q
as Ea,b0V Xq´1pZqpV q.
Lemma 3.6. Let pE , thp´qq be an SL-oriented motivic spectrum and let q : V Ñ X
be a rank r vector bundle on X with isomorphism θ : detV Ñ OX . Then sending
x P Ea,bZ pXq to q
∗pxq Y thV,θ defines an isomorphism
ϑV,θ : E
a,b
Z pXq Ñ E
a`2r,b`r
Z pThpV qq
natural in pX,V, θq.
Proof. The naturality of the maps ϑV,θ follows from the functoriality of the Thom
classes (i).
By properties (i)-(iii) of the Thom class, it follows that for V “ ‘ri“1OXei and
θ : detV Ñ OX the canonical isomorphism θpe1 ^ . . . ^ enq “ 1, the map ϑV,θ is the
suspension isomorphism
Ea,bZ pXq – E
a`2r,b`rpΣrTX`{Σ
r
T pXzZq`q – E
a`2r,b`r
Z pThpV qq.
The naturality of the maps ϑV,θ allow one to use a Mayer-Vietoris sequence for a
trivializing open cover of X for V to show that ϑV,θ is an isomorphism in general. 
The following construction is due to Ananyevskiy [2, Corollary 1].
Construction 3.7. Let q : V Ñ X be a rank r vector bundle and let p : L Ñ X be
the determinant bundle detV ; let p1 : L´1 Ñ X be the inverse of L. Then we have
canonical isomorphisms
αV,L´1 : detpV ‘ L
´1q Ñ OX , αL´1‘L : detpL
´1 ‘ Lq Ñ OX .
Let pV : q
∗pL´1 ‘ Lq Ñ V , qL ‘ p
1
L : p
∗pV ‘ L´1q Ñ L be the pull-back bundles. For
pE , thp´qq an SL-oriented motivic spectrum, we thus have isomorphisms
ϑq∗pL´1‘Lq,q∗α
L´1‘L
: Ea`2r,b`r0V pV q Ñ E
a`2r`2,b`r`1
q´1p0
L´1‘0LqXp
´1
V
p0V q
pq∗pL´1 ‘ Lqq
and
ϑp∗pV‘L´1q,p∗α
V‘L´1
: Ea`2,b`10L pLq Ñ E
a`2r`2,b`r`1
p´1p0V ‘0L´1qXp
1´1
L
p0V q
pp∗pV ‘ L´1qq
However, asX-schemes q∗pL´1‘Lq and p∗pV ‘L´1q are both canonically isomorphic to
V ‘L´1‘LÑ X , and via this isomorphism, the closed subsets q´1p0L´1‘0LqXp
´1
V p0V q
and p´1p0V ‘ 0L´1q X p
1´1
L p0V q are both equal to 0V‘L´1‘L. This gives us a canonical
isomorphism
φ : Ea`2r`2,b`r`1
q´1p0
L´1‘0LqXp
´1
V
p0V q
pq∗pL´1 ‘ Lqq Ñ Ea`2r`2,b`r`1
p´1p0V ‘0L´1qXp
1´1
L
p0V q
pp∗pV ‘ L´1qq
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We set Ea,bpX ;Lq :“ Ea`2,b`1pThpLqq and define the Thom isomorphism
ϑV : E
a,bpX ;Lq Ñ Ea`2r,b`rpThpV qq
as
ϑV :“ ϑ
´1
q∗pL´1‘Lq,q∗α
L´1‘L
˝ φ ˝ ϑp∗pV‘L´1q,p∗α
V‘L´1
.
We extend this construction to cohomology with supports in the evident manner.
Notation 3.8. The product structure on E-cohomology induced by the multiplication
on E extends to a product structure on the “twisted” E-cohomology
Y : Ea,bpX ;Lq b Ec,dpX ;Mq Ñ Ea`c,b`dpX ;LbMq
as follows: We have the cup product
Y : Ea`2,b`10L pLq b E
c`2,d`1
0M
pMq Ñ Ea`c`4,b`d`2L‘M p0L‘M q
and the canonical isomorphism αL,M : detpL‘Mq Ñ LbM together with the Thom
isomorphism ϑL‘M gives the map
Y : Ea,bpX ;Lq b Ec,dpX ;Mq Ñ Ea`c,b`dpX ;LbMq
as well as a version with supports.
Definition 3.9. Let q : V Ñ X be a rank r vector bundle, let p : q∗ det´1 V Ñ V be the
pull-back of det´1 V Ñ X . The canonical Thom class thpV q P E2r,rpThpV q; det´1 V q
is defined as follows: We have the canonical identification
E2r,rpThpV q; det´1 V q “ E2r,r0V pV ; det
´1 q∗V q “ E2r`2,r`10
V‘det´1 V
pV ‘ det´1 V q
We have as well the isomorphism
αV,det´1 V : detpV ‘ det
´1 V q Ñ OX
giving us the Thom class thV‘det´1 V,α P E
2r`2,r`1
0
V‘det´1 V
pV ‘ det´1 V q. We define thpV q P
E2r,rpThpV q; det´1 V q to be element corresponding to
thV‘det´1 V,α P E
2r`2,r`1
0
q∗ det´1 V
pq∗ det´1 V q.
In other words, for πX : X Ñ B the structure morphism, the Thom class thpV q is
an element of
E2r`2,r`1pπX7pΣ
V‘det´1pV qp1Xqq
“ HomSHpBqpπX7pΣ
V‘det´1pV qp1Xq, S
2r`2,r`1 ^ Eq
“ HomSHpXqpΣ
V‘det´1pV qp1Xq, S
2r`2,r`1 ^ π∗XEq.
“ HomSHpXqp1X , S
2r`2,r`1 ^ Σ´pV‘det
´1pV qqπ∗XEq.
Via the multiplication on E , thpV q defines the map
ˆthpV q : π∗XE Ñ S
2r`2,r`1 ^ Σ´pV‘det
´1pV qqπ∗XE
For each object x P SHpXq, we thus have the map
ˆthpV qx : HomSHpXqpx, π
∗
XEq Ñ HomSHpV qpx, S
2r`2,r`1 ^ Σ´pV‘det
´1pV qqπ∗XEq
or applying the adjunction
ˆthpV qx : HomSHpBqpπX7x, Eq Ñ HomSHpBqpπX7Σ
pV‘det´1pV qqx, S2r`2,r`1 ^ Eq
Lemma 3.10. The map ˆthpV qx is an isomorphism for all x P SHpXq.
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Proof. Using the adjunction, we can just as well work in SHpXq. The collection of
objects x for which ˆthpV qx is an isomorphism is closed under arbitrary direct sums,
hence is a localizing subcategory of SHpXq. For x “ 1X , we have already seen that
ˆthpV qx is an isomorphism, and for p : Y Ñ X in SmX , applying p
∗ and using
the adjunction with p7 shows that ˆthpV qx is an isomorphism for x “ Y {X . Clearly
ˆthpV qx being an isomorphism implies that ˆthpV qSa,b^x is an isomorphism for all
a, b; as SHpXq is generated as a localizing subcategory by the objects Sa,bY {X , this
proves the lemma. 
Notation 3.11. As a matter of notation, we define
Ea,bpπX7x^X ThXpV q;Lq :“ HomSHpBqpπX7Σ
pV‘Lqx, Sa`2,b`1 ^ Eq
Ea,bpx;Lq :“ HomSHpBqpπX7Σ
Lx, Sa`2,b`1 ^ Eq,
and the Thom isomorphism ˆthpV qx as
ˆthpV qx : E
a,bpx;Lq Ñ Ea`2r,b`rpπX7x^X ThXpV q, Lb det
´1 V q.
One computes easily that the Thom isomorphism
ϑV : E
a,bpX ; detV q Ñ Ea`2r,b`rpThpV qq
is given by ϑV pxq “ q
∗pxq Y thpV q.
Remark 3.12. If the SL-orientation on E extends to a GL-orientation, then the analog
of Lemma 3.6 holds: For V Ñ X a rank r vector bundle on X P SmB, sending x P
Ea,bZ pXq to q
∗pxq Y thV defines an isomorphism
ϑV : E
a,b
Z pXq Ñ E
a`2r,b`r
Z pThpV qq
natural in pX,V q. In particular, the Thom classes for line bundles give isomorphisms
ϑL : E
a,b
Z pXq Ñ E
a,b
Z pX ;Lq
for each line bundle L.
Proposition 3.13. Let E be an SL-oriented theory, L,M Ñ X line bundles on an
X P SmB, Z Ă X a closed subset. There is a natural isomorphism
ψL,M : E
∗,∗
Z pX ;Lq Ñ E
∗,∗
Z pX ;LbM
b2q
Proof. Let s : X Ñ L‘M be the zero-section. We have the Thom isomorphisms
E∗,∗Z pX ;Lq – E
∗`4,∗`2
spZq pL‘M ;M
´1q, E∗,∗Z pX ;LbM
b2q – E∗`4,∗`2
spZq pL‘M ;Mq,
which reduces us to showing that there is a natural isomorphism
ψL : E
∗,∗
Z pX ;Lq Ñ E
∗,∗
Z pX ;L
´1q
For this, we follow the proof of [2, Lemma 2]. We have the morphism of X-schemes
L‘ L´1 “ LˆX L
´1 µÝÑ X ˆB A
1
defined by µpx, yq “ x ¨y, and let Y :“ µ´1pXˆ1q. Letting L0 “ Lz0L, L
´1
0 “ L
´1z0L,
Y is a closed subscheme of L ˆX L
´1, projecting isomorphically to L0 via p1 and
isomorphically to L´10 via p2. Let p : LÑ X , q : L
´1 Ñ X be the structure maps.
We have the commutative diagram
Y //
p1

LˆX L
´1
p1

// LˆX L´1{Y
p¯1

L0 // L // L{L0
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with rows cofiber sequences. As the first two vertical maps are isomorphisms in HpBq,
the map p¯1 induces an isomorphism
Σ∞T p¯1 : Σ
∞
T LˆB L
´1{Y Ñ Σ∞T ThpLq
in SHpBq. Similarly, we have the isomorphism
Σ∞T p¯2 : Σ
∞
T LˆB L
´1{Y Ñ Σ∞T ThpL
´1q
in SHpBq. Replacing X with U :“ XzZ, we have the isomorphisms
Σ∞T p¯1U : Σ
∞
T LˆB L
´1 ˆX U{Y ˆX U Ñ Σ
∞
T ThpLˆX Uq
and
Σ∞T p¯2U : Σ
∞
T LˆB L
´1 ˆX U{Y ˆX U Ñ Σ
∞
T ThpL
´1 ˆX Uq
This gives the diagram of isomorphisms (after applying : Σ∞T )
ThpLq{ThpLˆX Uq
`
LˆX L
´1{Y
˘
{
`
LˆX L
´1 ˆX U{Y ˆX U
˘
p¯
1
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
p¯2 ++❲❲❲❲
❲❲
❲❲
❲❲
❲❲
❲❲
❲❲
❲❲
❲
ThpL´1q{ThpL´1 ˆX Uq
Mapping to Σ∗`2,∗`1E gives the desired isomorphism ψL : E
∗,∗
Z pX ;Lq Ñ E
∗,∗
Z pX ;L
´1q.

4. Projective pushforward in twisted cohomology
In this section we describe how one gets a pushforward map in twisted E-cohomology
for E an SL-oriented theory. We rely on the six-functor formalism. This is a bit different
from the treatment of projective pushforward given by Ananyevskiy in [2]: in that
treatment one relies on the factorization of an arbitrary projective morphism Y Ñ X
into a closed immersion Y Ñ X ˆ PN followed by a projection X ˆ PN Ñ X . This
factorization property will however reappear in our treatment when we discuss the
unicity of the pushforward maps in section 6.
For f : Y Ñ X a proper map in SmB the map f
∗ gives rise to
ΣTX{B pf∗q : X{B “ πX7p1Xq Ñ πY 7Σ
f∗TX{B´TY {B p1Y q
For i : Y Ñ X a closed immersion, the short exact sequence
0Ñ TY {B Ñ f
∗TX{B Ñ Nf Ñ 0
gives the isomorphism Σi
∗TX{B´TY {B – ΣNi and the map
ΣTX{B pi∗q : X{B Ñ ThpNiq.
Lemma 4.1. (i) The map ΣTX{B pi∗q : X{B Ñ ThpNiq is equal to the composition of
the quotient map X Ñ X{pXzY q followed by the Morel-Voevodsky purity isomor-
phism X{pXzY q – ThpNf q.
(ii) Let s : Y Ñ V be the zero-section of a vector bundle p : V Ñ Y . Then
s∗ : V {BB.M. Ñ Y {BB.M.
is gotten by applying πY ! ˝ Σ
´V to the quotient map V {Y Ñ ThY pV q.
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Proof. Since i is a closed immersion i! “ i∗ and η
i
!∗ : i! Ñ i∗ is the identity. Thus i
∗ is
the composition
πX!p1Xq
uiÝÑ πX!i∗i
∗p1Xq “ πX!i!1Y “ πY !p1Y q.
Letting j : U :“ XzY Ñ X be the inclusion, the localization triangle
j!j
∗ Ñ idX Ñ i∗i
∗
gives the isomorphism i∗i
∗p1Xq – X{pXzY q – ThpNiq, the latter isomorphism being
the purity isomorphism. In addition, the identity πX!i!1Y “ πY !p1Y q gives after twisting
by ΣTX{B the isomorphism
πXΣ
TX{B i!p1Y q “ πX7ThpNiq.
Writing πX! “ πX7 ˝ Σ
´TX{B we see that ΣTX{B pi∗q is the composition
X{B :“ πX7p1Xq
uiÝÑ πX7i∗i
∗p1Xq – πX7ThpNiq
as claimed.
Statement (ii) follows from (i), noting that
Σ´V ThY pV q “ Σ
´V ΣV p1Y q “ 1Y . 
Notation 4.2. For f : Y Ñ Z in SchB a smooth morphism, there is also natural
transformation
f∗ : πY ! ˝ Σ
TY {Z ˝ f∗ Ñ πZ!
In particular, for j : U Ñ X an open immersion, we have
j∗ : U{BB.M. “ πU !p1U q Ñ πX!p1Xq “ X{BB.M..
For Z Ă X a closed subset with open complement U , we define
XZ{BB.M. :“ πX!pΣ
∞
T X{Uq.
giving the canonical distinguished triangle in SHpBq
U{BB.M. Ñ X{BB.M. Ñ XZ{BB.M. Ñ ΣS1U{BB.M.
Lemma 4.3. Let pE , thp´qq be an SL-oriented motivic spectrum in SHpBq. Then for
X P SmB of dimension d over B, Z Ă X a closed subset, p : LÑ X a line bundle there
is a canonical isomorphism
ρX,Z,L : E
a,b
Z pX ;ωX{B b Lq – E
a´2dX ,b´dX pXZ{BB.M.;Lq
Proof. We have
Ea,bZ pX ;ωX{B b Lq
ϑpωX{B‘Lq
– HomSHpXqpS
´a´4,´b´2 ^X Σ
ωX{B‘LpX{pXzZqq, π∗XEq
and
Ea´2dX ,b´dX pXZ{BB.M.;Lq
“ HomSHpXqpS
2dX´a´2,dX´b´1 ^X Σ
´TX{B‘LpX{pXzZqq, π∗XEq
Let x “ S2dX´a´2,dX´b´1 ^X Σ
´TX{B‘LpX{pXzZqq. Then since ωX{B “ det
´1 TX{B,
we have
ΣTX{B‘det
´1 TX{Bx – S2dX´a´2,dX´b´1 ^X Σ
ωX{B‘LpX{pXzZqq
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By Lemma 3.10 we have the isomorphism
Ea´2dX ,b´dX pXZ{BB.M.;Lq “ HomSHpXqpx, π
∗
XEq
ˆthpTX{Bqx
– HomSHpXqpΣ
TX{B‘det
´1 TX{Bx, S2dX`2,dX`1 ^X π
∗
XEq
– HomSHpXqpS
´a´4,´b´2 ^X Σ
ωX{B‘LpX{pXzZqq, π∗XEq
ϑpωX{B‘Lq
– Ea,bZ pX ;ωX{B b Lq. 
Using the isomorphisms ρX,Z,L, we make the following definition.
Definition 4.4. Let pE , thp´qq be an SL-oriented motivic spectrum in SHpBq let f :
Y Ñ X be a proper morphism of relative dimension d in SmB, let L Ñ X be a line
bundle and let Z Ă X be a closed subset set. Define
f∗ : E
a,b
f´1pZq
pY, ωY {B b f
∗Lq Ñ Ea´2d,b´dZ pX,ωX{B b Lq
to be the unique map making the diagram
Ea´2dY ,b´dY pYf´1pZq{BB.M.; f
∗Lq
pf∗q∗ // Ea´2dY ,b´dY pXZ{BB.M.;Lq
Ea,b
f´1pZqpY, ωY {B b f
∗Lq
ρ
Y,f´1Z,f∗L
OO
f∗
// Ea´2d,b´dZ pX,ωX{B b Lq
ρX,Z,L
OO
commute.
Let p : V Ñ Y be a rank r vector bundle on some Y P SmB , with 0-section
s : Y Ñ V . Letting L “ det V , the exact sequence
0Ñ p∗V Ñ TV {B
dp
ÝÑ p∗TY {B Ñ 0
gives the canonical isomorphism ωV {B – p
∗pdet´1 V b ωY {Bq, or p
∗ det´1 V – ωV {B b
ω´1
Y {B. Letting pE , thq be an SL-oriented theory, we have the pushforward map
s∗ : E
a,bpY q Ñ Ea`2r,b`rpV, p∗ det´1 V q
Lemma 4.5. Let 1EY P E
0,0pY q be the unit π∗
Y {Bpuq. Then s∗p1
E
Y q is the image of ϑV
in E2r,rpV, p∗ det´1 V q under the “forget supports” map
E2r,r0V pV, p
∗ det´1 V q Ñ E2r,rpV, p∗ det´1 V q.
Proof. The exact sequence
0Ñ p∗V Ñ TV {B
dp
ÝÑ p∗TY {B Ñ 0
gives us the isomorphism
ω´1
V {B b det
´1 V – p∗ω´1
Y {B.
Keeping this in mind, we have the commutative diagram defining s∗
(4.1)
E´2dY ,´dY pY {BB.M.;ω
´1
Y {Bq
ps∗q∗ // E´2dY ,´dY0V pV {BB.M., p
∗ω´1
Y {Bq
E0,0Y pY q
ρ
Y,Y,s∗p∗ω
´1
Y {B
OO
s∗
//
s∗ ++❱❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
❱❱
E2r,r0V pV, det
´1
V q
ρ
V,0V ,p
∗ω
´1
Y {B
OO
forget
supports

E2r,rpV, det´1V q
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Here the lower s∗ is the one we are considering and the upper s∗ is the map with
supports. Thus, we need to show that the upper s∗ satisfies s∗p1
E
Y q “ ϑV .
By Lemma 4.1(2), the map s∗ : V0V {BB.M. Ñ Y {BB.M. is gotten by applying πY ! ˝
Σ´V to identity map V0V {Y Ñ ThY pV q; after twisting by Σ
´TY {B´V this gives the
map
s∗ : Σ´TY {B´V V0V {Y Ñ Σ
´TY {B p1Y q.
The isomorphism ρ
Y,Y,s∗p∗ω
´1
Y {B
is the inverse of the Thom isomorphism
pπ∗Y Eq
´2dY ,´dY pΣ´TY {B p1Y q;ω
´1
Y {Bq
ϑpTY {Bq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ pπ∗Y Eq
0,0pΣTY {BΣ´TY {B p1Y qq “ E
0,0pY q
and the isomorphism ρ
V,0V ,p∗ω
´1
Y {B
is similarly the inverse of the Thom isomorphism
pπ∗V Eq
´2dY ,´dY pΣ´TV {B pV0V {V q, p
∗ω´1
Y {Bq
ϑpTV {Bq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ pπ∗V Eq
2r,rpΣTV {BΣ´TV {B pV0V {V q, ωV {B b p
∗ω´1
Y {Bq
“ E2r,rpThpV q, det´1V q.
Using the isomorphism TV {B – p
∗pTY {B ‘ V q, we can rewrite this as the composition
pπ∗Y Eq
´2dY ,´dY pp7Σ
´TY {B´V pThY pV qq, ω
´1
Y {Bq
ϑpTY {B‘V q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pπ∗Y Eq
2r,rpΣTY {B`V Σ´TY {B´V pThY pV qq, ωV {B b p
∗ω´1
Y {Bq
“ E2r,rpThpV q, det´1V q.
The multiplicativity property (ii) of the Thom classes gives
ϑpTY {B ‘ V q “ ϑpV q ˝ ϑpTY {Bq
so putting all this together we see that
s∗ “ ϑpTY {B ‘ V q ˝ ϑpTY {Bq
´1 “ ϑpV q. 
Remark 4.6. If we have a GL-orientation on E , we have functorial pushforward maps
f∗ : E
a,b
W pY q Ñ E
a´2d,b´d
Z pXq
for f : Y Ñ X a projective morphism in SmB , of relative dimension d, with W Ă Y ,
Z Ă X closed subsets with fpW q Ă Z. All the results of this section hold in the oriented
context after deleting the twist by line bundles. This follows from Remark 3.12.
5. Motivic Gauß-Bonnet
Definition 5.1. Let p : V Ñ X be a rank r vector bundle on some X P SmB, and
let E P SHpBq be an SL-oriented motivic ring spectrum. The Euler class eEpV q P
E2r,rpX, det´1 V q is defined as
eEpV q :“ s∗s∗p1
E
Xq; 1
E
X P E
0,0pXq the unit.
Theorem 5.2 (Motivic Gauss-Bonnet). Let E P SHpBq be an SL-oriented motivic ring
spectrum, πX : X Ñ B a smooth and projective B-scheme, let uE : 1B Ñ E be the
unit map. Then
πX{B∗pe
EpTX{Bqq “ uE∗pχpX{Bqq P E
0,0pBq.
Proof. We have the Thom isomorphism
ϑ´TX{B : E
a,bpX ;ωX{N q Ñ E
a´2dimX,b´dimXpThp´TX{Bqq.
By Lemma 2.15, it suffices to show that the map
β∗X{B : E
0,0pXq Ñ E0,0pThp´TX{Bqq
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sends 1EX to ϑ´TX{B pe
EpTX{Bq.
Following the definition of βX{B , we see that this map is gotten by applying πX{B7 ˝
Σ´TX{B to the following sequence (X ˆB X is an X-scheme via p1)
1X
∆X∗ÝÝÝÑ X ˆB X{X
q
ÝÑ X ˆB X∆X {X – ThXpN∆X q – ThXpTX{Bq
where the second to last map is the purity isomorphism and the last one is induced by
the composition
TX{B
i2ÝÑ TX{B ‘ TX{B – ∆
∗pp∗1TX{B ‘ p
∗
2TX{Bq “ ∆
∗pTXˆBX{Bq.
Via this sequence, the inclusion ∆X gets first transformed to the 0-section of N∆ and
then the zero-0 section of ThXpTX{Bq. But by Lemma 4.5, the pushforward map for
the zero-section of a vector bundle is equal to the corresponding Thom isomorphism,
in other words, the unit uEX P E
0,0pXq gets mapped by βX{B to its image under the
Thom isomorphism, that is thpTX{Bq P E
2dX ,dX pThpTX{Bq, det
´1 V q, and thus the
eEXpTX{Bq “ βX{Bpu
E
Xq. 
6. SL-oriented cohomology theories
Our ultimate goal is to apply the Gauß-Bonnet theorem when projective pushfor-
wards are defined on a representable cohomology theory in some concrete manner, not
necessarily relying on the six-functor formalism. For this, we need a suitable axiomatic
for such theories; we use a modification of the axioms of Panin-Smirnov [28, 29].
Definition 6.1. We let Sm-L {B denote the category of triples pX,Z,Lq with X in
SmB, Z Ă Z a closed subset and LÑ X a line bundle. A morphism pf, f˜q : pX,Z,Lq Ñ
pY,W,Mq is a morphism f : X Ñ Y with Z Ą f´1pW q, together with an isomorphism
of line bundles f˜ : L Ñ f∗M . We let Sm-Lpr {B denote the category with the same
objects as Sm-L {B, but with morphisms pf ; f˜q : pX,Z,Lq Ñ pY,W,Mq a proper
morphism f : X Ñ Y in SmB, with fpZq Ă W , and f˜ : L Ñ f
∗M an isomorphism of
line bundles.
Definition 6.2. An SL-oriented cohomology theory on SmB consists of the following
data:
(D1) A functor H∗,∗ : Sm-L {Bop Ñ Bi-grAb, pX,Z,Lq ÞÑ H∗,∗Z pX ;Lq; we often write
f∗ for H∗,∗pf, f˜q.
(D2) A functor H∗,∗ : Sm-L
pr Ñ GrAb, pX,Z,Lq ÞÑ HZ∗,∗pX,Lq; we often write f∗ for
H∗,∗pf, f˜q.
(D3) Natural isomorphisms, for X of dimension dX
H
2dX´n,dX´m
Z pX,ωX{B b Lq
αX,Z,L
ÝÝÝÝÑ HZn,mpX,Lq.
(D4) An element 1 P H0,0B pB;OBq. For x :“ pX,Z,Lq, y :“ pY,W,Mq in Sm-L {B, a
bi-graded cup product map
Yx,y : H
∗,∗
Z pX,Lq bH
∗,∗
W pY,Mq Ñ H
∗,∗
ZˆW pX ˆB Y, p
∗
1Lb p
∗
2Mq
(D5) For Z ĂW closed subsets of an X P SmB a bi-graded boundary map
δ
∗,∗
X,W,Z : H
∗,∗
ZzW pXzW ; j
∗
WLq Ñ H
∗`1,∗
W pX,Lq
We write H∗,∗pX,Lq for H∗,∗X pX,Lq and H
∗,∗
Z pXq for H
∗,∗
Z pX,OXq; we use the
analogous notation for H∗,∗. We write Y for Yx,y and δ for δX,Z,L when the
context makes the meaning clear.
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For f : Y Ñ X a proper map of relative dimension d in SmB, with Z Ă X , W Ă Y
closed subsets with fpW q Ă Z and LÑ X a line bundle, combining D2 and D3 gives
us pushforward maps
f∗ : H
∗,∗
W pY, ωY {B b f
∗Lq Ñ H∗´2d,∗´dZ pX,ωX{B b Lq
defined as the composition
H
∗,∗
W pY, ωY {B b f
∗Lq
α
´1
Y,W,f∗L
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HW2dY´∗,dY ´∗pY, f
∗Lq
f∗
ÝÑ HZ2dY´∗,dY ´∗pX,Lq
αX,Z,L
ÝÝÝÝÑ H∗´2d,∗´dZ pX,ωX{B b Lq.
These data satisfy are required to satisfy the following axioms:
(A1) H∗,∗ and H∗,∗ are additive: H
∗,∗ transforms disjoint unions to products and
H∗,∗ transforms disjoint unions to coproducts; in particular, H
∗,∗
Z p∅, Lq “ 0 and
HZ∗,∗p∅, Lq “ 0.
(A2) Let
Y 1
f 1

g1 // Y
f

X 1
g
// X
be a cartesian diagram in SchB , with X,Y,X
1, Y 1 in SmB (sometimes called a
transverse cartesian diagram in SmB) and with f, f
1 proper of relative dimension
d. This gives us the isomorphism
f 1∗ωX1{X – ωY 1{Y .
Let Z Ă X be a closed subset, let W Ă Y be a closed subset with fpW q Ă Z,
let Z 1 “ g´1pZq, W 1 “ g1´1pW q. Let L Ñ X be a line bundle on X and let
L1 “ g1∗pLq. Then the diagram
H
∗,∗
W 1 pY
1, ωY 1{B b ω
´1
Y 1{Y b g
1∗L1q
f 1
∗

H
∗,∗
W pY, ωY {B b f
∗Lq
g1∗oo
f∗

H
∗´2d,∗´d
Z1 pX
1, ωX1{B b ω
´1
X1{X b L
1q H∗´2d,∗´dZ pX,ωX{B b Lqg∗
oo
commutes.
(A3) For Z ĂW closed subsets of anX P SmB, let U “ XzZ with inclusion j : U Ñ X .
For L Ñ X a line bundle, this gives us the morphisms pid, idq : pX,W,Lq Ñ
pX,Z,Lq and pj, idq : pU,W zZ, j∗Lq Ñ pX,W,Lq. Then the sequence
. . .
δZ,W,X
ÝÝÝÝÑ H∗,∗Z pX,Lq Ñ H
∗,∗
W pX,Lq
j∗
ÝÑ H∗,∗
W zZ pU, j
∗Lq
δZ,W,X
ÝÝÝÝÑ H∗`1,∗Z pX,Lq Ñ . . .
is exact. Moreover, the maps δZ,W,X are natural with respect to the pullback
maps g∗ and the proper pushforward maps f∗.
(A4) Let i : Y Ñ X be a closed immersion in SmB, let W Ă Y be a closed subset,
LÑ X a line bundle. Let Z “ ipW q, giving the morphism pi, idq : pY,W, i∗Lq Ñ
pX,Z,Lq in Sm-Lpr {B. Then
i∗ : H
W
∗,∗pY, i
∗Lq Ñ HZ∗,∗pX,Lq
is an isomorphism.
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(A5) The cup products Y of D4 are associative with unit 1. The maps f∗ and f∗ are
compatible with cup products: pf ˆ gq∗pαYx,y βq “ f
∗pαq Yx,y g
∗pβq. Moreover,
using the isomorphisms of D3, the cup products induce products Yx,y onH∗,∗ and
one has pfˆgq∗pαY
x,y βq “ f∗pαqY
x,y g∗pβq. Finally, the boundary maps δZ,W,X
are module morphism: retaining the notation of D4, for α P H∗,∗
ZzW pXzW ; j
∗
WLq
and β P H∗,∗T pY,Mq, we have
δXˆY,ZˆT,WˆT pαY βq “ δX,Z,W pαq Y β.
(A6) Let i : Y Ñ X be a closed immersion in SmB of codimension c, πY : Y Ñ B
the structure map. Let 1HY P H
0,0pY q be the element π∗Y p1q. Then ϑpiq :“
αX,Y pi∗p1
H
Y qq P H
2c,c
Y pX, det
´1Niq is central, that is, for each pU, T,Mq P Sm-L {B,
and each β P H∗,∗T pU,Mq, we have
τ∗pβ Y ϑpiqq “ ϑpiq Y β
where τ : X ˆB U Ñ U ˆB X is the symmetry isomorphism.
(A7) Let pf, idq : pY,W, f∗Lq Ñ pX,Z,Lq be a morphism in Sm-L {B. Suppose that
the induced map f : YW {B Ñ XZ{B is an isomorphism in SHpBq. Then
f∗ : H∗,∗Z pX,Lq Ñ H
∗,∗
W pY, f
∗Lq
is an isomorphism.
Definition 6.3. A twisted cohomology theory on SmB is given by the data D1, D4,
D5 above, satisfying the parts of the axioms A1, A3-A7 that only involve H∗,∗. Given
an SL-oriented cohomology theory pH∗,∗, H∗,∗, . . .q on SmB, one has the underlying
twisted cohomology theory pH∗,∗, . . .q by forgetting the proper pushforward maps.
Example 6.4. The primary example of an SL-oriented cohomology theory on SmB is
the one induced by an SL-oriented motivic spectrum E P SHpBq:
pX,Z,Lq ÞÑ E∗,∗Z pX ;Lq.
One defines, for X P SmB of dimension dX over B,
EZm,npX ;Lq :“ E
2dX´m,dX´n
Z pX ;ωX{B b Lq;
we extend the definition to arbitrary X P SmB by taking the sum over the connected
components of X and write this also as E2dX´m,dX´nZ pX ;ωX{B bLq by considering dX
as a locally constant functor on X .
The pushforward maps for a projective morphism of relative dimension d, f : Y Ñ X ,
closed subsets W Ă Y , Z Ă X with fpW q Ă Z and line bundle L Ñ X are given by
the pushforward
f∗ : E
2dY´m,2dY ´n
W pY ;ωY {B b f
∗Lq Ñ E2dX´m,2dX´nZ pX ;ωX{B b Lq.
7. Comparison isomorphisms
We recall the element η P HomSHpBqp1B, S
´1,´1 ^ 1Bq induced by the map of B-
schemes η : A2zt0u Ñ P1, ηpa, bq “ pa : bq. As every E P SHpBq is a module for 1B, we
have the map ˆη : E Ñ S´1,´1^ E for each x P SHpBq. We say that E is an η-inverted
spectrum if ˆη is an isomorphism in SHpBq.
We consider the following situation: fix an SL-oriented motivic spectrum E P SHpBq.
This gives us the twisted cohomology theory E∗,∗ underlying the oriented cohomology
defined by E . Let pE∗,∗, E˜∗,∗q be an extension of E
∗,∗ to an oriented cohomology theory
on SmB, in other words, we define new pushforward maps
fˆ∗ : E
∗,∗
W pY, ωY {B b f
∗Lq Ñ E∗´2d,∗´dZ pX,ωX{B b Lq
The main result of this section is a comparison theorem. Before stating the result we
recall the decomposition of SHpBqr1{2s into plus and minus parts.
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We have the involution τ : 1B Ñ 1B induced by the symmetry isomorphism τ :
P1^P1 Ñ P1^P1. In SHpBqr1{2s, this gives us the idempotents pid` τq{2, pid´ τq{2,
and so decomposes SHpBqr1{2s into +1 and -1 “eigenspaces” for τ :
SHpBqr1{2s “ SHpBq` ˆ SHpBq´
We decompose E P SHpBqr1{2s as E “ E` ‘ E´.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose the pushforward maps
f∗, fˆ∗ : E
∗,∗
W pY, ωY {B b f
∗Lq Ñ E∗´2d,∗´dZ pX,ωX{B b Lq
agree for W , Z, L, X “ V a vector bundle over Y and f : Y Ñ V the zero-section.
Suppose in addition that one of the following conditions holds:
(i) the SL-orientation of E extends to a GL-orientation;
(ii) η acts invertibly on E ;
(iii) 2 acts invertibly on E and E´1,0` pUq “ 0 for affine U in SmB .
Then f∗ “ fˆ∗ for all X,Y, Z,W,L, f for which the push-forward is defined.
Proof. By the standard argument of deformation to the normal cone, it follows that
f∗ “ fˆ∗ for all f : Y Ñ X a closed immersion, Z,W,L. As every proper map in SmB is
projective, f admits a factorization f “ p˝i, with i : Y Ñ XˆBP
N a closed immersion
and p : X ˆB P
N Ñ X the projection. By functoriality of the pushforward maps, it
suffices to check that p∗ “ pˆ∗.
In case (i), this follows from [29, Theorems 3.35, 3.36] and [28, Theorem 2.5]. Indeed,
the cohomology theory associated to a GL-oriented motivic spectrum E satisfies the
axioms of Panin-Smirnov, so we may apply the results cited.
In case(ii), we use Lemma 7.2 below. Indeed, if N is odd, we may apply the closed
immersion X ˆB P
N Ñ X ˆB P
N`1 as a hyperplane, so we reduce to the case N even,
in which case both p∗ and pˆ∗ are inverse to the map i∗, where i : X Ñ X ˆB P
N is the
section associated to the point p1 : 0 : . . . : 0q of PN .
In case (iii) we may work in the category SHpBqr1{2s. We decompose E P SHpBqr1{2s
as E “ E`‘E´ and similarly decompose the pushforwardmaps f∗ and fˆ∗. By Lemma 7.5,
η acts invertibly on SHpBq´ and the projection of η to SHpBq` is zero. By Lemma 7.3
below, the SL-orientation of E induces an SL-orientation on the projection E` that
extends to a GL-orientation. By (i), this implies that f`∗ “ fˆ
`
∗ . By (ii), f
´
∗ “ fˆ
´
∗ , so
f∗ “ fˆ∗. 
Lemma 7.2 ([2, Theorem 1]). Let E P SHpBq be an SL-oriented motivic spectrum on
which η acts invertibly. Let 0 P PN pZq be the point p1 : 0 . . . : 0q. For X P SmB, LÑ X
a line bundle and Z Ă X a closed subset, the pushforward map
i∗ : E
∗´2N,∗´N
Z pX,ωX{B b Lq Ñ E
∗,∗
p´1pZqpX ˆB P
N , ωPN {B b p
∗Lq
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Using a Mayer-Vietoris sequence, we see that the statement is local on X for
the Zariski topology, so we may assume that L “ OX . If we prove the statement for
the pair pX,Xq and pXzZ,XzZq the local cohomology sequence gives the result for
pX,Zq, thus we may assume that Z “ X , and we reduce to showing that
i∗ : E
∗´2N,∗´NpX,ωX{Bq Ñ E
∗,∗pX ˆB P
N , ωPN{Bq
is an isomorphism.
This is [2, Theorem 4.6] in case B “ Spec k, k a field. The proof over a general
base-scheme is exactly the same. 
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Lemma 7.3. Suppose that E P SHpBq is SL oriented and that E´1,0pUq “ 0 for all
affine U in SmB. Then the induced SL orientation on E` P SHpBq` extends to a GL
orientation.
Proof. Let u P ΓpX,OˆXq be a unit on some X P SmB. Then the map
ˆu : X ˆB P
1 Ñ X ˆB P
1; px, rt0 : t1sq ÞÑ px, rut0 : t1sq
induces the identity on S2,1 ^ Σ∞T X` in SHpBq. Indeed, let rus : X{B Ñ X{B ^ Gm
be the map induced by u : X Ñ Gm. The argument given by Morel [25, 6.3.4], that
Σ∞T ˆ u “ id` ηrus
in case B “ Spec k, k a field, is perfectly valid over a general base-scheme: this only
uses the fact that for X and Y pointed spaces over B, one has
Σ∞T X ˆ Y – Σ
∞
T X` ‘ Σ
∞
T Y ‘ Σ
∞
T X ^ Y
and that the map ˆu : S
1 ^ Gm ^X` Ñ S
1 ^ Gm ^X` is the S
1-suspension of the
composition
S1 ^Gm ^X`
id^u
ÝÝÝÑ S1 ^ pGm ˆGmq ^X`
id^µ^id
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ S1 ^Gm ^X`
where µ : GmˆGm Ñ Gm is the multiplication. As η goes to zero in SHpBq`, it follows
that Σ∞T ˆ u “ id in SHpBq`.
Now take g P ΓpX,GLnpOXqq, let u “ det g, let mu P ΓpX,GLnpOXqq be the
diagonal matrix with entries u, 1, . . . , 1 and let h “ m´1u ¨ g P ΓpX, SLnpOXqq. We have
ThXpO
n
Xq “ pP
1q^n ^X`.
Since E` is SL-oriented, the map Thphq : ThXpO
n
Xq Ñ ThXpO
n
Xq induces the identity
on E∗∗ and thus
Thpgq∗ “ Thpmuq
∗ : E∗,∗` pThXpO
n
Xqq Ñ E
∗,∗
` pThXpO
n
Xqq
But as Thpmuq “ pˆuq ^ id, our previous computation shows that Thpmuq
∗ “ id.
Now let V Ñ X be a rank r vector bundle on some X P SmB, chose a trivializing
affine open cover U “ tUiu of X and let φi : V|Ui Ñ Ui ˆ A
r be a local framing. We
have the suspension isomorphism
ThpVUiq – ThpUi ˆ A
rq “ ΣrTUi`
giving the isomorphism
θi : E
a,bpUiq Ñ E
2r`a,r`b
0V|Ui
pV|Uiq.
Since GLrpOUiq acts trivially on E
∗∗pThpUiˆA
rqq, the isomorphism θi is independent
of the choice of framing φi. In addition, the assumption E
´1,0pUi X Ujq “ 0 implies
E2r´1,r0V|UiXUj
pV|UiXUj q “ 0
for all i, j. By Mayer-Vietoris, the sections
θip1Uiq P E
2r,r
0V|Ui
pV|Ui q
uniquely extend to an element
θV P E
2r,r
0V
pV q
The independence of the θi on the choice of framing and the uniqueness of the
extension readily implies the functoriality of θV and similarly implies the product
formula θV‘W “ p
∗
1θV Y p
∗
2θW . By construction, θV is the suspension of the unit over
Ui, another application of independence of the choice of framing and the uniqueness of
the extension shows that this is the case over every open subset U Ă X for which V|U
is the trivial bundle. Finally, the independence and uniqueness shows that V ÞÑ θV is
an extension of the SL orientation on E` induced by that of E . 
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Lemma 7.4. For u P ΓpX,OˆXq we have
rusη “ ηrus : Σ∞T X` Ñ Σ
∞
T X` ^Gm
Proof. We use the decomposition
Σ∞T X` ^Gm ˆGm “ Σ
∞
T X` ^Gm ‘ Σ
∞
T X` ^Gm ‘ Σ
∞
T X` ^Gm ^Gm
Via this, η is the map
rss ^ rts ÞÑ rsts ´ rss ´ rts
so ηrus sends rts to ruts ´ rus ´ rts and idGm ^ ηrus sends rss ^ rts to rss ^ ruts ´ rss ^
rus ´ rss ^ rts, so rusη is given by
rss ^ rts ÞÑ rsts ´ rss ´ rts ÞÑ rus ^ rsts ´ rus ^ rss ´ rus ^ rts.
We have the automorphism G^3m rus ^ rss ^ rts ÞÑ rss ^ rts ^ rus. As this is given by a
linear map with determinant one, this is A1-homotopic to the identity, so idGm ^ ηrus
is the map
rss^rts ÞÑ rss^rts^rus ÞÑ rus^rss^rts ÞÑ rus^rsts´rus^rss´rus^rts “ rusηprss^rtsq.

Lemma 7.5. The projection η´ of η to SHpBq´ is an isomorphism and the projection
η` of η to SHpBq` is zero.
Proof. Morel proves this in [25, §6] in the case of a field, but the proof works in
general. In some detail, the map τ is the map on A2{pA2zt0uq induced by the linear
map px, yq ÞÑ py, xq. The matrix identityˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
“
ˆ
1 1
0 1
˙
¨
ˆ
1 0
´1 1
˙
¨
ˆ
1 1
0 1
˙
¨
ˆ
´1 0
0 1
˙
shows that the maps px, yq Ñ py, xq and px, yq ÞÑ p´x, yq are A1-homotopic. By the
arguments in Lemma 7.3, this latter map induces the map 1 ` ηr´1s “ 1 ` r´1sη in
SHpBq, giving the identity
p1` ηr´1sq´ “ p1` r´1sηq´ “ ´idñ η ¨ p´r´1s{2q “ p´r´1s{2q ¨ η “ idSHpBq´
For η`, the projector to SHpBq` is given by the idempotent p1{2qpτ`1q “ p1{2qp2`
ηr´1sq, so η` “ p1{2qη ¨ p2` ηr´1sq. Since the map τ : P
1 ^ P1 Ñ P1 ^ P1 is 1` ηr´1s
and P1 “ S1 ^ Gm, the symmetry ǫ : Gm ^ Gm Ñ Gm ^ Gm is ´p1 ` ηr´1sq. From
our formula for ηprss ^ rtsq we see that ηǫ “ η which gives η ¨ p2` ηr´1sq “ 0. 
8. Applications
In this section, we apply the motivic Gauß-Bonnet formula and the comparison
results to make computations of the motivic Euler characteristic χpX{Bq in different
contexts.
8.1. Motivic cohomology and cohomology of the Milnor sheaves. We work
over the base-scheme B “ Spec k, with k a perfect field. In SHpkq we have the motivic
cohomology spectrum HZ representing Voevodsky’s motivic cohomology (see e.g. [22,
§6.2] for a construction valid in arbitrary characteristic). By [34], there is a natural
isomorphism
HZa,bpXq – CHbpX, 2b´ aq
for X P SmB, where CH
bpX, 2b´ aq is Bloch’s higher Chow group [6].
HZ admits a localization sequence: for i : Z Ñ X a closed immersion of codimension
d in Smk, there is a canonical isomorphism
HZ
a,b
Z pXq – HZ
a´2d,b´dpZq
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See for example [7]. In particular, for p : V Ñ X a rank r vector bundle overX P Sm{k,
we have the isomorphism
HZ
2r,r
0V
pV q – HZ0,0pXq
which gives us Thom classes ϑHZV P HZ
2r,r
0V
pV q corresponding to the unit 1HZX P
HZ0,0pXq. Thus HZ is a GL-oriented motivic spectrum.
Let X be a smooth projective k-scheme of dimension n over k. For a class x P
HZ2n,npXq, the isomorphism HZ2n,npXq – CHnpX, 0q “ CHnpXq allows one to rep-
resent x as the class of a 0-cycle x˜ “
ř
i nipi, with the pi closed points of X . One has
the degree degkppiq :“ rkppiq : ks and extending by linearity gives the degree degkpx˜q,
which one shows passes to rational equivalence to define a degree map
degk : HZ
2n,npXq Ñ CH0pSpec kq “ Z.
As a GL-oriented theory,HZ has Chern classes for vector bundles: crpV q P HZ
2r,rpXq
for V Ñ X a vector bundle over some X P Smk, r “ 0, 1, . . ..
Theorem 8.1. Let X P Smk be projective of dimension dX . Then
uHZpχpX{kqq “ degkpcdX pTX{kqq.
Proof. One has well-defined pushforward maps on CH∗p´, ∗q for projective morphisms
(see e.g. [13]). Via the isomorphismHZa,bpXq – CHbpX, 2b´aq this gives push-forward
maps fˆ∗ on HZ
∗,∗ for f : Y Ñ X a projective morphism in SmB, making pX,Zq ÞÑ
HZ
∗,∗
Z pXq a GL-oriented cohomology theory on Smk. In addition, for πX : X Ñ Spec k
in Smk projective of dimension n, the map πˆX∗ : HZ
2n,npXq Ñ CH0pSpec kq “ Z is
degk, and for i : Y Ñ X a closed immersion, the map iˆ∗ is given by the localization
theorem, which readily implies that iˆ∗ “ i∗. By our comparison theorem (really the
theorem of Panin-Smirnov), it follows that fˆ∗ “ f∗ for all projective f .
Finally, one has cdX “ s
∗s∗p1
HZ
X q “ e
HZpV q ([13, Corollary 6.3]), so applying the
motivic Gauß-Bonnet theorem gives the statement. 
One can also obtain the same result by using the cohomology of the Milnor sheaves
as bi-graded cohomology theory. The homotopy t-structure on SHpkq has heart the
abelian category of homotopy modules Π*pkq; we let H0 : SHpkq Ñ Π*pkq be the
associated functor. The fact that HZn,npSpecF q “ KMn pF q for F a field says that
H0HZ is canonically isomorphic to the homotopy module pK
M
n qn, which is in fact a
cycle module in the sense of Rost. This gives us the isomorphism
H0HZ
a,bpXq – HapX,KMb q
The isomorphism (Bloch’s formula) HnpX,KMn q – CH
npXq give us as above Thom
classes ϑK
M
∗ pV q P H0HZ
2r,r
0V
pV q, giving H0HZ a GL-orientation. As for HZ
∗,∗ one has
explicitly defined pushforward maps on H∗p´,KM∗ q which give H0HZ
∗,∗ the structure
of a GL-oriented cohomology theory on Smk and for which the pushforward map for
the zero-section of a vector bundle is given by the Thom isomorphism. Since the push-
forward on HnpX,KMn q agrees with the classical pushforward on CH
n, the same proof
as for Theorem 8.1 gives
Theorem 8.2. Let X P Smk be projective of dimension dX . Then
uH0HZpχpX{kqq “ degkpcdX pTX{kqq in CH
0pSpec kq “ Z.
8.2. Algebraic K-theory. Let B be a regular separated base-scheme of finite Krull
dimension. AlgebraicK-theory on SmB is represented by the motivic commutative ring
spectrum KGL P SHpBq (see [33, §6.2]). Just as for HZ, the localization theorem:
KGLa,bZ pXq – KGL
a´2c,b´cpZq
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for i : Z Ñ X a closed immersion of codimension d in SmB gives Thom class ϑ
KGLpV q P
KGL2r,r0V pV q for V Ñ X a rank r vector bundle over X P SmB , and makes KGL a GL-
oriented motivic spectrum.
Explicitly, KGL represents Quillen K-theory on SmB via KGL
a,b – K2b´a and
the Thom class for a rank r vector bundle p : V Ñ X is represented by the Koszul
complex KosV pp
∗V _, canq. Here can : p∗V _ Ñ OV is the dual of the tautological
section OV Ñ p
∗V and KosV pp
∗V _, canq is the complex with
KosV pp
∗V _, canq´r “ Λrp∗V _
with differential Λrp∗V _ Ñ Λr´1p∗V _ given with respect to a local framing of V _ by
dpei1 ^ . . .^ eir q “
rÿ
j“1
p´1qj´1canpeij q ¨ ei1 ^ . . .^ xeij ^ . . .^ eir .
KosV pp
∗V _, canq is a locally free resolution of s∗pOXq, where s : X Ñ V is the
zero-section, and by the identification of KGL2r,r0V pV q with the Grothendieck group
of the triangulated category of perfect complexes on V with support contained in 0V ,
KosV pp
∗V _, canq gives rise to a class rKosV pp
∗V _, canqs P KGL2r,r0V pV q, which maps to
1X under the isomorphism KGL
2r,r
0V
pV q – KGL0,0pXq given by the localization theo-
rem.
Just as for motivic cohomology, one has explicit pushforward maps inK-theory given
by Quillen’s localization and devissage theorems identifying the K-theory with support
KZpXq, for Z Ă X a closed subscheme of X P SmB, with the K-theory of the abelian
category of coherent sheaves CohZ on Z, denoted GpZq. For a projective morphism
f : Y Ñ X , one has fˆ∗ : GpY q Ñ GpXq defined by using a suitable subcategory of
CohY on which f∗ is exact. On K0, this recovers the usual formula
fˆ∗prFsq “
dimYÿ
j“0
p´1qjrRjf∗pFqs
for F P CohY . Via the isomorphisms KGL
a,b
Z pXq – G2b´apZq, this gives pushforward
maps fˆ∗ for KGL
∗,∗, defining a GL-oriented cohomology theory on SmB .
For the zero-section of a vector bundle, s : X Ñ V , sˆ∗ agrees with the pushforward s∗
using the Thom isomorphism/localization theorem, hence by our comparison theorem
(really the theorem of Panin-Smirnov) we have fˆ∗ “ f∗ for all projective f .
Theorem 8.3. Let πX : X Ñ B be a smooth projective morphism with B a regular
separated scheme of finite Krull dimension. Then
uKGLpχpX{Bqq “
dimBXÿ
j“0
dimBXÿ
i“0
p´1qi`jrRjπX∗Ω
i
X{Bs P K0pBq “ KGL
0,0pBq.
Proof. Let p : TX{B Ñ X be the relative tangent bundle and s : X Ñ TX{B the
zero-section. We have
eKGLpTX{Bq “ s
∗pthpTX{Bqq “ s
∗pKosTX{B pp
∗T_X{B, canqq
Since T_
X{B “ ΩX{B , and s
∗pcanq is the zero-map, it follows that, in K0pXq,
s∗pKosTX{B pp
∗T_X{B, canqq “
dimBXÿ
i“0
p´1qirΩiX{Bs
and thus
πX∗pe
KGLpTX{Bqq “
dimBXÿ
j“0
dimBXÿ
i“0
p´1qi`jrRjπX∗Ω
i
X{Bs
and we conclude by applying the motivic Gauß-Bonnet theorem. 
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8.3. Milnor-Witt cohomology and Chow-Witt groups. In this case, we work
over a perfect base-field k. The Milnor-Witt sheaves KMW∗ as constructed by Hopkins-
Morel give rise to an SL-oriented theory as follows. Morel describes an isomorphism of
KMW0 with the sheafification GW of the Grothendieck-Witt rings; the map of sheaves
of abelian groups Gm Ñ GW
ˆ sending a unit u to the one-dimensional form xuy allows
one to define a twisted version
KM∗ pLq :“ K
MW
∗ ˆGm L
ˆ
as a Nisnevich sheaf on X P Smk for L Ñ X a line bundle. One may use the Rost-
Schmid complex to compute H∗ZpX,K
MW
∗ pLqq for Z Ă X a closed subset, which gives
a purity theorem: for i : Z Ñ X a codimension d closed immersion in Smk and LÑ X
a line bundle, there is a canonical isomorphism
H∗ZpX,K
MW
∗ pLqq – H
∗´dpZ,KMW∗´d pi
∗Lb detNiqq,
where Ni Ñ Z is the normal bundle of i. Applying this to the zero-section of a rank r
vector bundle p : V Ñ X gives the isomorphism
(8.1) H0pX,GWq – Hr0V pV,K
MW
r pp
∗ det´1 V qq
in particular, an isomorphism φ : detV Ñ OX gives the Thom class
θV,φ P H
r
0V pV,K
MW
r q
corresponding to the unit section 1X P H
0pX,GWq.
On the other hand, Morel’s computation of the 0th graded homotopy sheaf of the
sphere spectrum [25, Theorem 6.4.1, Remark 6.4.2] gives the identity in Π*pkq
H0p1kq – pK
MW
n qnPZ
which gives the natural isomorphism
H0p1kq
a`b,b
Z pXq – H
a
ZpX,K
MW
b q
This is moreover compatible with twisting by a line bundle, on the H0p1kq side using
the Thom space construction
H0p1kq
∗,∗
Z pX ;Lq :“ H0p1kq
∗`2,∗`1
Z pLq
and on the Milnor-Witt cohomology side using the twisted Milnor-Witt sheaves.
The Thom class θV,φ P H
r
0V pV,K
MW
r q gives the Thom class
θV,φ P H0p1kq
2r,r
0V
pV q
which make H0p1kq an SL-oriented theory (see e.g [20, §3.2]), and the resulting canon-
ical Thom class
thV P H0p1kq
2r,r
0V
pV ; det´1 V q “ Hr0V pV,K
MW
r pdet
´1 V qq
agree with the image of 1X P H
0pX,GWq under the Rost-Schmid isomorphism (8.1).
Moreover, under Morel’s isomorphism
EndSHpkqp1Xq – GWpkq
and the isomorphism
H0pSpec k,KMW0 q – GWpkq
the unit map uH0p1kq : 1k Ñ Hop1kq. induces the identity map on π0,0.
Let πX : X Ñ Spec k be smooth and projective over k of dimension d. Using
the Rost-Schmid complex one has generators for HdpX,KMWd pωX{kq as formal sums
x˜ “
ř
i αi ¨ pi, with αi P kppiq and pi P X closed points. Since k is perfect, the finite
extension kppiq{k is separable and one can defineĄdegkpx˜q :“ÿ
i
Trkppiq{kαi P GWpkq
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where Trkppiq{k : GWpkppiq Ñ GWpkq is the Scharlau trace map. One shows that this
descends to a mapĄdegk : H2d,d0 pX ;ωX{kq “ HdpX,KMWd pωX{kq Ñ H0,00 pSpec kq “ GWpkq
The methods of this paper give a new proof of the result given in [20, Lemma 1.5]
Theorem 8.4. Let k be a perfect field. For πX : X Ñ Spec k smooth and projective
over k, we have
χpX{kq “ĄdegkpeH0p1kqpTX{kqq.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the other Gauß-Bonnet theorems we have
discussed. Fasel [10] has defined pushforward maps
fˆ∗ : H
a
W pX,K
MW
b pωX{k b f
∗Lqq Ñ Ha´dZ pY,K
MW
b´d pLqq
for each projective morphism f : X Ñ Y in Smk of relative dimension d and line
bundle L Ñ Y , with Z Ă Y , W Ă X closed subsets with fpW q Ă Z. In the case of
the structure map πX : X Ñ Spec k, the pushforward π˜X∗ : H
dpX,KMWd pωX{kq Ñ
H0pSpec k,KMW0 q “ GWpkq is the map
Ądegk.
For s : X Ñ V the zero-section of a vector bundle, sˆ∗ is the Thom isomorphism
s∗. Thus, if we pass to the η-inverted theory, H0p1Xqη :“ H0p1kqrη
´1s, our compar-
ison theorem says that fˆη∗ “ fη∗ for all projective morphisms f in Smk. We have
KMW∗ rη
´1s – W , the sheaf of Witt rings, and the map KMW0 “ GW Ñ K
MW
∗ rη
´1s –
W is the canonical map q : GW Ñ W realizing W as the quotient of GW by the sub-
group generated by the hyperbolic form. Applying our motivic Gauß-Bonnet theorem
gives the identity
qpχpX{kqq “ qpĄdegkpeH0p1kqpTX{kqqq in W pkq.
In addition, the map
prnk, qq : GW Ñ ZˆW
is injective. We can recover the rank by applying H0 to the unit map 1k Ñ HZ and
using Theorem 8.2, which completes the proof. 
8.4. Hermitian K-theory and Witt theory. The description of the “rank” of
χpX{Bq given by Theorem 8.3 can be refined to give a formula for χpX{kq itself in
terms of Hodge cohomology by using hermitianK-theory. By work of Panin-Walter [30],
Schlichting [31] and Schlichting-Tripathi [32], hermitian K-theory is represented by a
motivic commutative ring spectrum KO P SHpBq for B a regular noetherian separated
base-scheme of finite Krull dimension, assuming 2 is invertible on B. Panin-Walter give
KO an SL-orientation. There a direct connection with Schlichting’s Grothendieck-Witt
groups [31] given by functorial isomorphisms
KO2r,rpX ;Lq – GWpDperf pXq, Lrrs, canq
where LÑ X is a line bundle and GWpDperf pXq, Lrrs, canq is the Grothendieck-Witt
group of Lrrs-valued quadratic forms on Dperf pXq.
Definition 8.5. Let LÑ X is a line bundle be a line bundle. An Lrns-valued quadratic
form on C P Dperf pXq is a map
φ : C bL C Ñ Lrns
in Dperf pXq which is:
(i) non-degenerate: the induced map C Ñ RHompC,Lrnsq is an isomorphism in
Dperf pXq;
(ii) symmetric: φ ˝ τ “ φ, where τ : C bL C Ñ C bL C is the commutativity
isomorphism.
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For a rank r vector bundle p : V Ñ X , the Thom class θKOV P KO
2r,rpV ; p∗ det´1 V q
is given by the Koszul complex Kospp∗V _, s_canq, where the quadratic form
φ : Kospp∗V _, s_canq bKospp
∗V _, s_canq Ñ p
∗ det´1 V rrs “ ΛrV _rrs
is given by the usual exterior product
´^´ : ΛiV _ b Λr´iV _ Ñ ΛrV _.
Moreover, there are isomorphisms for i ă 0
KO2r´i,rpX ;Lq –W r´ipDperf pXq, Lrrs, canq
whereW r´ipDperf pXq, Lrrs, canq is Balmer’s triangulated Witt group. Ananyevskiy, in
the case B “ Spec k, with 2 P kˆ, shows that this isomorphism induces an isomorphism
of η-inverted hermitian K-theory with Witt-theory
KOrη´1s∗,∗ –W ∗rη, η´1s
where one gives η bi-degree p´1,´1q and an element αηn with α P Wm has bi-degree
pm ´ n,´nq; the same proof works over arbitrary B (with assumptions as at the be-
ginning of this subsection).
For f : Y Ñ X a proper map of relative dimension df in SmB, we follow Calmes-
Hornbostel in defining a push-forward map
fˆ∗ : KO
2r,rpY, ωY {B b f
∗Lq Ñ KO2r´2df ,r´df pX,ωX{B b Lq
by Grothendieck-Serre duality. In [8] this is worked out for the η-inverted theory KOη
and for B “ Spec k, however, the same construction works for KO over the general base-
scheme B and goes as follows: Given a quadratic form φ : C bL C Ñ ωY {B b f
∗Lrrs
we have the corresponding isomorphism
φ˜ : C Ñ RHompC, ωY {k b f
∗Lrrsq “ RHompC, ωY {X b f
∗pωX{k b Lrrsqq
Grothendieck-Serre duality gives the isomorphism
Rf∗RHompC, ωY {X b f
∗pωX{k b Lrrsqq
ψ
„
// RHompRf∗C, ωX{B b Lrr ´ df sq
which gives the isomorphism
ψ ˝ φ˜ : Rf∗C Ñ RHompRf∗C, ωX{B b Lrr ´ df sq
or
Rf∗pφq : Rf∗C b
L Rf∗C Ñ ωX{B b Lrr ´ df s
which one shows is symmetric; explicitly, one has f∗pC, φq “ pRf∗C,Rf∗pφqq.
If we apply this to V “ TX{B, f “ πX : X Ñ B a smooth and proper B-scheme, we
have the following formula for πˆX∗pe
KOpTX{Bqq
πˆX∗pe
KOpTX{Bqq “ p‘
dimBX
i,j“0 R
iπX∗Ω
j
X{Bqrj ´ is,Trq
where
Tr : p‘dimkXi,j“0 R
iπX∗Ω
j
X{Bqrj ´ isq b p‘
dimkX
i,j“0 R
iπX∗Ω
j
X{Bqrj ´ isq Ñ OB
is the quadratic form in DbpBq given by the composition
RiπX∗Ω
j
X{Bq bR
dX´iπX∗Ω
dX´j
X{B q
Y
ÝÑ RdXπX∗pΩ
dX
X{Bq
Tr
ÝÑ OB , dX “ dimkX.
Indeed, for s : X Ñ TX{B the 0-section, we have
eKOpTX{Bq “ s
∗pKospTX{Bq, φq “ p‘
dX
j“0Ω
j
X{Brjs, s
∗φq
with s∗φ given by the products
Ωj
X{Brjs b Ω
dX´j
X{B rdX ´ js Ñ ωX{BrdXs
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and thus πˆX∗pe
KOpTX{Bqq is ‘
dimkX
i,j“0 R
iπX∗Ω
j
X{Bqrj´ is with the quadratic form Tr as
described above.
By passing to the η-inverted theory KOη, our comparison theorem gives
q ˝ πˆX∗ “ q ˝ πX∗
as maps KO2d,dη pX,ωX{Bq Ñ KOηpBq.
Theorem 8.6. Let X be a smooth projective B-scheme.
(1) We have
uKOηpχpX{Bqq “ p‘dimkXi,j“0 R
iπX∗Ω
j
X{Bqrj ´ is,Trq
in KO0,0η pBq “W pD
bpBqq “W pBq.
(2) We have the forgetful map f : GWpBq Ñ K0pBq forgetting the quadratic form.
Suppose that the map
pf, qq : GWpBq Ñ K0pBq ˆW pBq
is injective (this is the case if for example B is the spectrum of a local ring) then
uKOpχpX{Bqq “ p‘dimBXi,j“0 H
ipX,Ωj
X{kqrj ´ is,Trq
in GWpDbpBqq “ GWpBq.
(3) Suppose B is in Smk for k a perfect field. Then the image ČχpX{Bq of χpX{Bq in
π0,0p1BqpBq “ H
0pB,GWq is given by
ČχpX{Bq “ rp‘dimBXi,j“0 RiπX∗ΩjX{Bqrj ´ is,Trqs P H0pB,GWq.
In particular, if B “ Spec k, then
χpX{kq “ p‘dimBXi,j“0 H
ipX,Ωj
X{kqrj ´ is,Trq P GWpkq.
Proof. The first statement follows from our comparison theorem and the motivic Gauß-
Bonnet theorem. (2) follows from (1) and the case of algebraic K-theory Theorem 8.3.
Finally, (3) follows from (2): from Morel’s theorem identifying 10,0k pSpec kq with GWpkq,
it follows that the unit uKO induces an isomorphism
10,0k pSpec kq – KO
0,0pSpec kq “ GWpkq.

Corollary 8.7. 1. For X a smooth and projective k-scheme of odd dimension 2n´ 1,
χpX{kq “ m ¨H , H the hyperbolic form x2 ´ y2, with
m “
ÿ
i`jă2n´1
dimkH
ipX,Ωj
X{kq `
ÿ
0 ď i ă j
i ` j “ 2n´ 1
dimkH
ipX,Ωj
X{kq
2. For X a smooth and projective k-scheme of even dimension 2n, χpX{kq “ m ¨H`Q,
with
m “
ÿ
i`jă2n
dimkH
ipX,Ωj
X{kq `
ÿ
0 ď i ă j
i ` j “ 2n
dimkH
ipX,Ωj
X{kq
and Q the symmetric bilinear form
HnpX,ΩnX{kq ˆH
npX,ΩnX{kq
Y
ÝÑ H2npX,ΩX{kq
tr
ÝÑ k
Proof. In case dimX “ 2n´ 1, the quadratic form Tr reduces to perfect pairings
HipX,Ωj
X{kq bH
2n´1´ipX,Ω2n´1´j
X{k q Ñ k
for i`j ă 2n´1, or 0 ď i ă j and i`j “ 2n´1, which identifies Tr with the canonical
(hyperbolic) form on V ‘ V _, where
V “
à
i`jă2n´1
HipX,Ωj
X{kq ‘
à
0 ď i ă j
i` j “ 2n ´ 1
HipX,Ωj
X{kq
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The argument in the even dimensional case is the same, except that one has the
remaining factor coming from the pairing on HnpX,Ωn
X{kq. 
The next result was obtained in 1974 independently by Abelson [1, Theorem 1] and
Kharlamov [18, Theorem A] using an argument of Milnor’s relying on the Lefschetz
fixed point theorem.
Corollary 8.8. Let X be a smooth projective k-scheme of even dimension 2n and let
σ : kÑ R be an embedding. Then
|χtoppXpRqq| ď dimkH
npX,ΩnX{kq.
Proof. We know that χtoppXpRqq is the signature of σ∗pχpX{kqq (see [20, Remarks
1.11]). The description of χpX{kq given by Corollary 8.7 gives the desired inequality
|sigσ∗pχpX{kqq| ď dimkH
npX,ΩX{kq.

8.5. Descent for the motivic Euler characteristic. With the explicit formula for
χpX{kq given by Theorem 8.6, we may find χpX{kq for forms X of an X0 by the usual
twisting construction; this works for all manners of descent but we confine ourselves to
the case of Galois descent.
Let X0, X be smooth projective schemes of even dimension 2n over a perfect field
k of characteristic different from 2, K Ą k a finite Galois extension with Galois group
G. Let XK :“ X ˆk K, X0K :“ X0 ˆk K and suppose we have an isomorphism φ :
XˆkK Ñ X0ˆkK. This gives us the cocycle pψσ P AutKpX0ˆkKqσPG, ψσ :“ φ
σ˝φ´1.
Letting
b0 : H
npX0,Ω
n
X0{k
q ˆHnpX0,Ω
n
X0{k
q Ñ k,
b : HnpX,ΩnX{kq ˆH
npX0,Ω
n
X0{k
q Ñ k
be the respective symmetric bilinear forms Trpx Y yq; the isomorphism φ induces an
isometry
φ∗ : pHnpX0K ,Ω
n
X0K{K
q, b0Kq Ñ pH
npXK ,Ω
n
XK{K
q, bKq
and the associated cocycle pψ∗´1σ P Opb0qpKqqσ, from which one gets b back from b0
by twisting by this co-cycle. Explicitly, one recovers the k-vector space HnpX,Ωn
X{kq
from HnpX0K ,Ω
n
X0K{K
q as the G-invariants for the map x ÞÑ ψ∗´1σ px
σq. Letting A P
GLpHnpX0K ,Ω
n
X0K{K
qq be a change of basis matrix comparing the k-formsHnpX0,Ω
n
X0{k
q Ă
HnpX0K ,Ω
n
X0K{K
q and HnpX,Ωn
X{kq Ă H
npX0K ,Ω
n
X0K{K
q, we recover b (up to k-
isometry) as
bpx, yq “ b0pAx,Ayq “: b
A
0 px, yq
With this notation, Corollary 8.7(2) gives
χpX0{kq “ rb0 `m ¨Hs, χpX{kq “ rb
A
0 `m ¨Hs
in GWpkq.
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